
Run No: 2266 

Date:  29-May-2022 

Venue:  Fleur de Lys, Widdington, CB11 3SG 

Hares:  Posh and Oh La La 

Scribe:  Shit Retainer 

 

Scribe, eh! Well thanks to the Earl of PamPISford for this assignment, a new personal undertaking! 
‘Shit Retainer’: schooled, worked and have family in Cambridgeshire. Discovered hashing as an expat 
and still reside overseas. CH3 is my adopted hash when visiting Cambridge… but a fantastic 
opportunity to promote my home hash in PUERTO GALERA, Mindoro, The Philippines. 

Puerto Galera Hash:   www.pgh3.org 

Puerto Galera beautiful places to hash: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHSuh3cSR9k 

Gov. official:    http://www.puertogalera.gov.ph/ 

 

CH3 #2266: Arrived at the Fleur de 
Lys in ample time. Not sure if this 
classed as an outstation run as we 
are in Essex. Brutally cold for a late 
spring day, brass monkeys. 

Pleasure to see Jubilee decorations 
littering in abundance, and locals’ 
folks fixing up more.  

Hares, Posh and Oh La La, did not 
delay a delivering a concise pre-run 
briefing and a general direction. So, 
we are ON.  

 

Oh those wily hares, what a start. A start what seemed like a forever to find trail. FRB’s determined 
to keep warm running around looking for trail whilst others huddled in a group for warmth and 
talked about drinking beer. Eventually ON was called getting us off road and on to an Essex 
manicured, not so shiggy, trail. A narrow trail which had traffic-jammed and put into single-file the 
beer talking group. This brought out competitiveness! A rather determined hasher sought out an 
opening and ungainly dashed past to achieve a two-meter advantage. I believe earning Kermit a 
down-down at the circle. 

Thankfully that first manicured trail turned into a hasher’s dream, a shiggy trail. A trail that 
circumvented and crossed fields, along rapidly flowing streams, around stagnant ponds, and with 
mostly dirt or grass under feet. But I overheard complaints; the ground was so hard and dry it was 
like hiking over old broken-up tarmac. The conversation carried on to a suggestion for the hares; 



maybe next time could pray harder to their Gods for a drop of rain OR take a hose pipe along so to 
dampen and soften the ground for those sensitive hasher’s feet. 

Back on the trail we were rewarded with multiple checks that kept the faster hashers busy. Halfway 
into the run, in a wooded area, Jonah Dick and myself were the FRB’s. Appearing in our distance 
view was, that can only be described, as a primate sized wildlife. Dark in colouring with a distinctive 
pink area (I’m guessing baboon, also thinking how to avoid contracting Monkey Pox). Closing-in the 
single primate shape had rhythmic movement, emphasized by that pink n’ dark colouring. Then 
suddenly separating into two humanoid forms...  Oh, now thinking we’re going to run into a couple 
dogging. A sigh of relief as we discover it’s Sox and Horny, wearing a lot of pink, walking the trail in 
reverse, “Oh, ah, apologies! Arrived late. Looked around found trail.” 

 

 

Not so long after, possibly 
another 500 miles or so, we 
are close to dead centre of 
Widdington for a beer stop 
and sustenance. 

Pink sparkling drinky-poos 
and posh fingering food 
creating giggles in the cold. 

And just a 2-to-3-minute walk 
onto the Fleur de Lys, and ON 
home. 

 

 

 

#2266 run tracked and 
mapped trail summary.  

Note: area to avoid until 
the local Widdington 
community has either 
forgotten or forgiven CH3 
for their shenanigans. 

 

 

 

 

 



Circle-up, credits: 

Earl of Pampisford GM, for not falling over whilst under the influence. 

Posh & Oh La La Down-down for a short trail and not enough penguins. 

Big Leg   Providing solid RA’ing to those who think they know better.    

It’ll Cum Off  Receiving 300 #run trophy picture of places yet to hash. 

Chloe (no aka)  For choosing to hash on her birthday, ‘HASHY GUSHER’ing TO YOU’. 

‘Fleur de Lys’ Landlord For openly welcoming CH3 and being a fantastic host, albeit no free beer! 

 

 

‘Fleur de Lys’ trivia: 
1. The fleur-de-lis, also spelled fleur-de-lys (plural fleurs-de-lis or fleurs-de-lys), is a lily (in French, 
fleur and lis mean 'flower' and 'lily' respectively) that is used as a decorative design or symbol. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fleur-de-lis 

2. Abdominoplasty technique. The operation takes its name from the pattern generated when the 
first key stitch is placed to bring the skin flaps together. 
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095823710 

3. A symbol on t-shirts, jewellery, tattoos, etc. - worn only by douchey men who feel the need to 
fulfil some urge to look as if they paid an excessive amount of money to look fancy for the ladies. 
(Usually paired with ultra-gelled hair & a man tan). 
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Fleur%20De%20Lis 

 

OnOn, 

Shit Retainer 


